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Besides PC performance, the major criteria in antivirus choice is running cost and system impact. To keep its prices down, ESET limits its protection to scanning only Windows local files, which is no bad thing when you have a large multi-OS file system. No matter how many traces of malware
the system might be carrying, ESET NOD32 will ignore them. If a threat escapes ESETs protection, your system is in no worse shape than it was before. The only potential downside of ESETs narrow focus is that it leaves non-Windows users without antivirus protection. While lots of money is

being spent on research into an ideal antivirus, most of the innovations have only resulted in a few new tools. Nearly all new antiviruses keep the same detection, report, and clean-up engines as their predecessors. The trend towards increased AI is nowhere more evident than in the
detection engine. This is the place where it matters most, and ESET is no exception. In our tests, ESET earned a perfect 18 points with a value of 100. It scored well above the competition, in both hands-on tests and independent lab tests. But ESETs no-nonsense approach makes it very easy
to use. The Device Control system is one of the most advanced weve ever encountered, but its UI is easy to manage. ESET NOD32 is an excellent choice if your system is only vulnerable to such malware as viruses and trojans. Windows Defender (formerly known as PC Tools) is the default

and only antivirus tool for Windows Vista, Windows 7, and most modern Windows systems. Since its inception in 1998, it has received constant updates to keep pace with new threats. We recommend that system owners run Defender as their initial line of defense, then use a proper antivirus
tool only when they are confident that Defender is not working to protect them.
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there's one piece of good news for readers who need an antivirus product for their home computing needs: the majority of advanced features are optional. almost any consumer product on the market offers just the basic actions of scanning, blocking, and reporting. a visit to an online retailer will show
how many fancy extra actions those basic functions can perform. however, for the best security, only a few of the optional extras can serve to protect the pc. eset nod32 antivirus is almost certainly the best value for the money, but it's not the only choice. that one extra piece of good news is that eset

nod32 antivirus is available for purchase directly from the company. all the money gets plowed right back into r&d to ensure the product continues to offer the latest cutting-edge technology. that extra productivity lets eset push its innovations far ahead of rivals. eset nod32 antivirus (with its paid
upgrades) offers four levels of strength, from 99,999 protection to unlimited (and expensive). the basic paid upgrades only offer the basic functions of the free product. optional upgrades add features like device control, a switch that lets you disable hids (host intrusion prevention systems) or whitelist a
network interface. a free 30-day trial version lets you test the product free of charge, but you'll have to pay for it after that time period. the best price for the limited version (eset nod32 antivirus basic) is $39.99, the best price for the unlimited version (eset nod32 antivirus premium) is $79.99, and the

best price for the upgrade to the fully featured antivirus ($1.79 per month) is $7.99 per month. after that, the only way to get the features you want is to pay for them. 5ec8ef588b
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